
25% saved in asset management costs

90% reduction  in lost assets

Hundreds of hours saved  in manual stock counting

5% increase in asset utilization

Non-powered assets are a big part of business... 
With our easy-to-use solution, monitoring the location and
movement of your assets is more than just simple. 
It is profitable.

Sensolus is Europe's leading solution for end-to-end non-
powered asset management. We help you make sure your
assets are always in the right place at the right time.

WWW.SENSOLUS.COM

Tracking non-powered assets is hard. 
We make it easy.

Using an in-depth ROI calculator,  we aggregated our
projects.  Here are the results:

http://www.sensolus.com/


About Us.
INTRODUCTION

Companies typically have hundreds or thousands of valuable assets such as
containers, trailers, boxes, equipment, or dollies. Often, you have very little data
on these non-powered assets: where they are, how they are used or even how
they can be utilized better. 

That’s where Sensolus comes in. 

Connecting these assets to the internet enables you to know where specific
assets are, detect issues in your processes and ensure full visibility when working
with contractors or customers. You access the collected data on our powerful
analytical platform, which is ready to use from day 1. The battery-powered
trackers are easy to install and will work anywhere, both outdoors and indoors,
for at least five years. They don't require any infrastructure and you can easily
scale from a small proof of concept to a fully sized project.

We digitize the physical world of industrial
asset management and logistics.

Why choose Sensolus?
1 single IoT platform for a comprehensive portfolio of non-powered assets. 
Easy to use, easy to install, easy to customize, and easy to integrate. 
Optimized low-power technology for indoor & outdoor localization, with minimal hassle.
Life cycle optimization.
Sensolus is the only company with a patented solution that makes sure data is never lost.
A one-stop shop with no hidden costs. 
Certified and trained experts with a customer-first mentality.

Trackers in the field

175K
customers

200+
stock listed customers

20+
stop shop solution 

1
Company
Facts

 Thanks to our technology, non-powered assets participate in the global digital eco-system,
where they can be searched, planned, tracked, and traded as easily as any online commodity. 

WWW.SENSOLUS.COM
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Our Solution.
WHAT WE DO FOR YOU

Sensolus offers a comprehensive asset management solution that is applicable in all different
industry segments. Next to the general asset management, we do have exceptional experience in
specific vertical segments, including:

Highly configurable, adaptable and reliable.

WWW.SENSOLUS.COM

Industrial manufacturing
Returnable Transport Packaging (RTP's), which carries the products
between different production sites, are often tracked manually or are
totally invisible, resulting in transport and production delays. By digitizing
the process of tracking RTPs, companies can leap towards streamlining
their operations and becoming more efficient.

Waste & recycling
Waste & recycling is an industry where digitization is accelerating as
regulations increase, optimization becomes imperative, and fleet
utilization is key. Sensolus has supported different actors in the field to
optimize their processes related to waste collection, raw material trade
and recycling. 

Transport & logistics
Transport & logistics is a very wide group that represents a collection of
activities that ensures the availability of the right products in the right
quantity to the right location at the right time. Sensolus has years of
experience in this industry, with ample references, specifically for trailer
& MAFI tracking, roll container tracking, and transport box tracking. 

Full visibility of assets and process flows
Early detection of missing inventory and delays
Contract compliance via data-driven insights
Optimized processes
Maximized utilization of assets

How have these
industries
benefited?

http://www.sensolus.com/


How it works.
WHAT WE OFFER

A powerful & intuitive toolset for connecting
your processes. 

TRACK

CONNECT

ANALYZE 
& ACT

Rugged, industrial-grade trackers. 
Smart energy consumption: Our trackers are optimized for 5-10 years of battery life,
running seamlessly, and without intervention.
Easy to deploy: From proof of value to an extensive operation, our solution is
scalable and reliable.
 Innovation: We are constantly innovating to meet your needs, our offering evolves
alongside the needs of the market.

Automatically connect to the cloud.
Excellent European coverage: For both outdoor and indoor tracking, we select the
most appropriate localization technology.
Extremely energy efficient: Our solution is designed to prioritize energy efficiency,
only sending data when needed,
No infrastructure is needed:  Our battery-powered trackers work anywhere, at any
time, with no additional setup needed for connectivity.

A complete IoT platform with dedicated applications.
Management made simple: With our intuitive platform, we take care of the
complexities, and you focus on your business.
Sense more, measure more: Gain a holistic view of your operations. Fuse data from
various sources using multiple trackers coupled with API integration.
Mobile friendly:  Take our solution wherever you go. Access the application on your
phone and easily monitor your assets.

Contact us for your customized demo

https://www.sensolus.com/request-a-demo/
https://www.sensolus.com/request-a-demo/
http://www.sensolus.com/

